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That

that

that

that

(complement) embedded clause

(complementizer) that (declarative sentence)

He knows [that she is right].  (Huddleston & Pullum (2002:949))

He thinks [that she is here].  (Huddleston & Pullum (2002:950))

He insists [that she be here].  (ibidem)

You know [that I wanted that].  (ibidem)

He says [that they are in Paris].  (Huddleston & Pullum (2002:951))

One of them mentioned to me [that your secretary might be leaving].  (Huddleston & Pullum 

(2002:953))

She said [that because of the new regulations they had to lay off ten more staff].  (ibidem)

Everyone expected that he would resign.  (Huddleston & Pullum (2002:958))

They told us .  (ibidem)

She suggested to me that he was ill.  (Huddleston & Pullum (2002:959))

I gather from Kim that you are going to Paris.  (ibidem)

I conclude from your silence that you have no objections.  (ibidem)

I had organized with the secretary that the meeting should be postponed.  (ibidem)

You told me that you would help.  (ibidem)

I hope that this book you will read.  (Doherty (1997:200))
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She claims that Guinness he likes but that whisky he hates.  (ibidem)

This proves that Joyce he’d read but that Yeats he hadn’t.   (ibidem)

She prayed that next Wednesday the check would arrive.  (Doherty (1997:202))

We concluded that in the future he should be closely watched.  (ibidem)

John claims that during the party John threw a punch at Fred.  (ibidem)

She says that when we get home things will be different.  (Doherty (1997:203))

I suppose that ordinarily you would go somewhere else.  (ibidem)

He thinks that in some circumstances things would be better.  (ibidem)  

I said to Mary that he was in error.  (Doherty (1997:210))

The reason he resigned was that he didn’t get on with the boss.

　(Huddleston & Pullum (2002:959))

What she said was that she’d be contacting us later in the day.  (ibidem)

What is even more disturbing is that the neighbours hadn’t noticed his absence.  (Huddleston & 

Pullum (2002:958))

What the students believe is [CP that [IP they will pass the exam]]

( ) knows

that she is right that ( ) ( )

that

that

(topicalization)

( ) [CP That [IP John likes Mary] Jane didn’t believe. ( & Lasnik (2003:529))

( ) believe That John likes Mary Jane

that

[That they were lying] is now quite obvious.  (Huddleston & Pullum (2002:952))

That the work might be a forgery simply hadn’t occurred to us. 
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　　　 (Huddleston & Pullum (2002:957))

That she did everything in her power to help cannot be doubted.  (ibidem)

That they haven’t replied doesn’t worry her.  (ibidem)

That the project has not been properly costed and that the manager is quite inexperienced are 

just two objections to your proposal.  (ibidem)

[ CP That [IP he liked linguistics]]

( ) that That they were lying

( ) ( ) that

(extraposed subject) that

It is hardly surprising that he tried to retract his statement.  (Huddleston & Pullum (2002:960))

It cannot be doubted that she did everything in her power to help. (ibidem)

It simply hadn’t occurred to us that the work might be a forgery.  (ibidem)

It is clear [that he made a mistake].  (Huddleston & Pullum (2002:949))

( ) that

Huddleston & Pullum (2002)

that It

( ) ( )

)

that

I heard about the fact that Mary did it. (ibidem)

[The thought that we might need him] had simply never occurred to him.

　　(Huddleston & Pullum (2002:964))

He expressed [the opinion that we should advertize the position overseas]. (ibidem)

( ) that that Mary did it

proof ( ) ( ) that
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fact thought opinion

wh

that

wh

What did you confess that you had done?  (Matthews (1981: 192))

Whomi do you think [CP that [IP Lord Emsworth will invite ti]]?  (Haegeman (1991: 362))

Whati do you believe [that Mary painted ti]  (Manzini (1992: 56))

Who do you think [that [John saw t ]]  (Lasnik and Uriagereka (1988: 94))

( ) confess that

done wh

( ) ( ) ( ) that

that

that

that

Huddleston & Pullum ( )

that

(content clause) that

)

He knows [(that) she is right].  (Huddleston & Pullum (2002:949))

He thinks [(that) Max is the ringleader].  (Huddleston & Pullum (2002:953))

He says [(that) they are in Paris].  (Huddleston & Pullum (2002:951))

It’s a good job [we left early].  (Huddleston & Pullum (2002:953))

( ) knows

that ( ) ( )

that ( )

that

that Doherty( )

that )
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It bothers me (that) it’s so mild in November.  (Doherty (1997:205))

Huddleston & Pullum (2002) that

It distresses me [that he is trying to lay the blame for the accident on us]. 

　  (Huddleston & Pullum (2002:953))

that

that Doherty(1997)

that

)

(That) Clinton will be re-elected is very likely.  (Doherty(1997:205))

(That) he would never do that again, Bill promised.  (ibidem)

( ) ( ) that

Doherty (topic)

that )

I hope this book you will read.  (Doherty(1997:201))

She claims Guinness he likes but whisky he hates.  (ibidem)

This proves Joyce he’d read but Yeats he hadn’t.  (ibidem)

Boškovi & Lasnik ( ) (pseudoclefting) (right node

raising) (gapping)

that )

What the students believe is [CP C [IP they will pass the exam]]. ( & Lasnik (2003:529))

They suspected and we believed [CP C [IP Peter would visit the hospital]]. (ibidem)

Mary believed Peter nished school and Bill [CP C [IP Peter got a job]]. (ibidem)

( ) ( )

C that

Boškovi & Lasnik that

I heard about the proof C Mary did it. ( & Lasnik (2003:534))

I heard about the fact C Mary did it. (ibidem)

( ) proof C

that ( ) fact

C that )
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wh

that wh

What did he think had happened? (Huddleston (1984: 370))

Who did you say was waiting for me? (McCawley (1988: 474))

What do you think Lee bought? (Browning (1996: 237))

( ) think that what

wh ( ) say that who

( ) think that

bought what wh

that

that

Who do you think [that [t saw Bill]] (Lasnik and Uriagereka (1988: 94))

Who did you say that was waiting for me? (McCawley (1988: 474))

Whoi do you believe [that ti is a painter] (Manzini (1992: 13))

( ) think that who t

( ) say that

who ( ) believe

that who t

that

that

He knows [that she is right]. (Huddleston & Pullum (2002:949))

that that
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He knows [(that) she is right]. (Huddleston & Pullum (2002:949))

that

[That they were lying] is now quite obvious. (Huddleston & Pullum (2002:952))

that

(That) Clinton will be re-elected is very likely. (Doherty(1997:205))

(That) he would never do that again, Bill promised. (ibidem)

that

I hope this book you will read. (Doherty(1997:201))

that

It is hardly surprising that he tried to retract his statement. (Huddleston & Pullum (2002:960))

that

I heard about the proof that Mary did it. ( & Lasnik (2003:534))

that

I heard about the proof C Mary did it. ( & Lasnik (2003:534))

that

wh

What did you confess that you had done? (Matthews (1981: 192))

that

wh

that

What did he think had happened? (Huddleston (1984: 370))

Who do you think [that [t saw Bill]] (Lasnik and Uriagereka (1988: 94))

(pseudoclefting) (right node raising) (gapping)

that

What the students believe is [CP C [IP they will pass the exam]]. (Boškovi & Lasnik (2003:529))

They suspected and we believed [CP C [IP Peter would visit the hospital]]. (ibidem)
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Mary believed Peter nished school and Bill [CP C [IP Peter got a job]]. (ibidem)

Doherty (1997) CP IP IP

(IP-hypothesis) )

John says [IP the key opens the chest]. (Doherty (1997:198))

Doherty (1997) that

that (CP)

that (IP)

& Lasnik (2003) Doherty (1997) & Lasnik (2003)

(null complementizer) that

that

[CP C [IP He liked linguistics]] was widely believed. (Boškovi & Lasnik (2003:527))

. . that

that
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Huddleston & Pullum (2002:960)

Huddleston & Pullum (2002:953)

Doherty(1997:204-205)

Doherty(1997:204-205)

Doherty(1997:200-201)

 & Lasnik (2003:529)

 & Lasnik (2003:534)

Doherty (1997:198)
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